General Notes

1. The General Notes drawings show the extruding part of the VEILUX SUN TUNNEL objects, in the form of an overall arrangement layout (plan representation). The VEILUX TGC installation is a 0-90 degree roof pitch application utilizing an open collar installation.

2. The metal structural design and specifications for the inclusion of a valance flange/recess, such as the VEILUX TGC, as an open collar application is determined and provided by others. This design is applied only to the metal collar portion (due to structural considerations, recess and framing members, etc.) and the metal structural design. VEILUX assumes no responsibility for the design, consideration, or performance of the building structure by others.

3. Secure eye screws/bolts to the ceiling structure and attach suspension wire to connect to clips at end of tunnel section.

4. Secure suspension wires to the ceiling adapter assembly & eyebolts.

5. Dimensions above are nominal, unless indicated otherwise.

6. Product specific dimensions are referenced in the TGC Product Data Sheet Documentation.

7. Roof opening dimensions vary with roof slope. Roof opening dimensions are referenced in the TGC/TGC + TM Installation Instructions.

8. VEILUX recommends fastening TGC flanking to roof deck or roof framing.
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